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Mudrās

Mudrās (Sanskrit, म�ुा, literally "seal") are gestures, normally made with the
hands or fingers, used in meditation, iconography, dance, and ritual, which
are said to have deeper symbolic meaning and power. These gestures are
often used in the Indian classical dances to depict creatures and situations.
Even in Yoga – physical, mental, and spiritual practices that aim to soothe
and pacify a person – these gestures are used during meditation that
directs the flow of energy in one’s body.

One of the most striking features of Indian classical dance is the use of
hand gestures. Speaking in dance via gestures, rather than verbally, in
order to visually convey outer events or objects, as well as inner feelings,
two classifications of specific traditional mudras (hand/finger gesture) are
used in Indian Classical Dance, and indeed are a prominent part of the
dancer's vocabulary.  For example, the significance of the hastamudra can
be seen in its power to represent and interpret ordinary and extraordinary
characters and events, objects and thoughts, qualities and even feelings.

There are about 30 different Asamyuta-hasta mudras (single-hand
gestures) and 23 different Samyukta-hasta mudras (double-hand gestures).
The mudras depicted in this exhibit are:

1. Mayura- The peacock - to show Lord Krishna’s peacock feather
crown, to depict a peacock, birds.

2. Hamsasya - swan’s bill - to show the action of writing, tying a thread,
wearing a necklace.

3. Anjali - salutation to pray/greet - to show the action of praying,
commonly used in India to greet people.
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4. Pushpaputa - offering flowers - to offer flowers. It also depicts AArthi(
the circular waving of the sacred lamp to God)  and the act of
accepting water,  washing face with water, covering the face.

5. Pasha - quarrel/fight or to depict a link or a chain.

6. Shivalinga - The symbol of Lord Shiva. It depicts the supreme
creative energy.

7. Utsanga -The embrace. The gesture is also used to report one’s
modesty or shyness and as a display of armlets and other such
ornaments.
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